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About This Content
What Does the Future Hold?
Something straight out of science fiction, an apocalyptic world filled with violence, grunge and crime, or just a sleeker version
of our modern life? With our new futuristic tiles, you can unleash your imagination and create them all!

This Resource Pack Contains
Modern contemporary house
Futuristic city
Modern urban city
Scientific research facilities
Interior for a spaceship
Weapon shop
20 character sets and much more!
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Extras: Two large background images you can use as parallax.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Futuristic Tiles Resource Pack
Developer:
Celianna
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2013
b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)
Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution
Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English
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The pack contains futuristic tilesets.
It contains a set for exterior tiles and a set for interior. You can do a lot of stuff. Read the description of the product for more
info. What you see is almost what you get. Well pictures probably invovle parallax mapping. I can't blame marketing department
for doing their job right though.
Pros:
Security camera tile.
Futuristic machinery and tiles of good quality.
Cons:
Some tiles do not collaborate well with other DLCs and of course a futuristic DLC does not collaborate well with the original
VX Ace content either. Different color contrast and style makes it hard to be combined.

I will recommend this, if you need to limit your game into a futuristic or Sci Fi setting.
Discounts come and go on Steam, so you can get this for a decent price especially on a 75%.. Alright. My view onto this pack?
It's quite neat. You get a handful of new tiles that you may use in projects where you need something .. Well.. Yeah. Futuristic. I
am using it in one of my projects where I am drawing out a factory.
The Problem
When using the grid\\ pallet or whatever you want to call it, it seems like the pictures aren't synchronized correctly with
the tiles, making it really painful putting them out correctly. I don't understand how the developer of this pack thought
it would be good to put out such an expensive pack when you can't use it properly. Of course, you could always use
GIMP in order to correct this issue - but that would again take several hours to do. Now, I have only experienced this
with some of the sheets. All the tiles might not be screwed.
Just... Think twice before buying this pack.. This isn't a Futuristic pack - it is a Futuristic pack with extra Modern
Tilesets. Yeah, it's weird. For $20, I wanted a full game, futuristic icons, futuristic actors, and more.
Wait until it goes on sale for ~$5. At $20, it is not worth it.. You NEED to bundle this with Scifi \/ Modern Tilesets
DLC. Though it may look nice; it won't work well by itself.
Though I would suggest getting this onsale.. This is a decent pack for flushing out something a bit closer to modern up
to real SciFi. A great way to bring to life a neighborhood with a secret lab, or something truly futuristic.
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Love the look, love the feel, time to make time travel real.. Great tiles, the visual is very nice, but it lacks the dirt, grass and
"natural" water tiles... so no caves, beaches, parks or ports on the same map. On the other hand, the best cities, labs and shops.
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